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Numeri al modeling of uid ow in porous
media and in driven olloidal suspensions
Jens Harting, Thomas Zauner, Rudolf Weeber, and Rudolf Hilfer

Institut für Computerphysik, Pfaenwaldring 27, 70569 Stuttgart, Germany

This arti le summarizes some of our main eorts performed on the omputing fa ilities provided by the high performan e omputing enters in Stuttgart
and Karlsruhe. At rst, large s ale latti e Boltzmann simulations are utilized to
support resolution dependent analysis of geometri al and transport properties of a
porous sandstone model. The se ond part of this report fo uses on Brownian dynami s simulations of opti al tweezer experiments where a large olloidal parti le is
dragged through a polymer solution and a olloidal rystal. The aim of these simulations is to improve our understanding of stru turing ee ts, jamming behavior
and defe t formation in su h olloidal systems.

Summary.

1.1 Resolution dependent analysis of geometri al and
transport properties of a porous sandstone model
Geometri al

hara terization of porous media and the

port parameters present an ongoing

al ulation of trans-

hallenge in many s ienti

areas su h as

petroleum physi s, environmental physi s (aquifers), biophysi s (membranes)
and material s ien e. We perform large s ale latti e-Boltzmann simulations
to investigate the permeability of

omputer generated samples of quartziti

sandstone at dierent resolutions. To obtain these laboratory s ale samples a
ontinuum model is dis retized at dierent resolutions. This allows to obtain
high pre ision estimates of the permeability and other quantities by extrapolating the resolution dependent results.

1.1.1 Simulation method and implementation
The latti e-Boltzmann (hereafter LB) simulation te hnique is based on the
well-established

onne tion between the dynami s of a dilute gas and the

Navier-Stokes equations [3℄. We
velo ity distribution fun tion

onsider the time evolution of the one-parti le

n(r, v, t),

whi h denes the density of parti les
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with velo ity

v around the spa

e-time point

tion of mole ular haos, i.e. that su

(r, t). By introdu

essive binary

ing the assump-

ollisions in a dilute gas are

un orrelated, Boltzmann was able to derive the integro-dierential equation
for

n

named after him [3℄

∂t n + v · ∇n =
where the right hand side des ribes the



dn
dt



,

(1.1)

coll

hange in

n

due to

ollisions.

The LB te hnique arose from the realization that only a small set of disrete velo ities is ne essary to simulate the Navier-Stokes equations [4℄. Mu h
of the kineti

theory of dilute gases

an be rewritten in a dis retized version.

The time evolution of the distribution fun tions

n

is des ribed by a dis rete

analogue of the Boltzmann equation [10℄:

where

∆i

ni (r + ci ∆t, t + ∆t) = ni (r, t) + ∆i (r, t) ,

(1.2)

ni (r, t)

gives the density

is a multi-parti le

of parti les with velo ity
dis rete velo ities
density

j = ̺u

ci

ollision term. Here,

at

(r, t).

In our simulations, we use 19 dierent

ci . The hydrodynami

elds, mass density

̺ and momentum

are moments of this velo ity distribution:

̺=

X

j = ̺u =

ni ,

ni ci .

(1.3)

i

i

We use a linear

X

ollision operator,

1
∆i = − (ni − neq
i ),
τ

(1.4)

where we assume that the lo al parti le distribution relaxes to an equilibrium
eq
state ni at a single rate τ [1℄. By employing the Chapman-Enskog expansion [3, 4℄ it an be shown that the equilibrium distribution



9
3 2
ci
2
1
+
3c
·
u
+
neq
=
̺ω
,
(c
·
u)
−
u
i
i
i
2
2
with the

oe ients

ω ci

(1.5)

orresponding to the three dierent absolute values

ci = |ci |,
ω0 =
and the kinemati

1
,
3

ω1 =

1
,
18

ω

√
2

=

1
,
36

(1.6)

vis osity

ν=

2τ − 1
η
=
,
̺f
6

properly re overs the Navier-Stokes equations

(1.7)
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∂u
1
η
+ (u∇)u = − ∇p + ∆u ,
∂t
̺
̺

∇u = 0 .

We use LB3D [6℄, a highly s alable parallel LB

3
(1.8)

ode, to implement the

model. LB3D is written in Fortran 90 and designed to run on distributedmemory parallel

omputers, using MPI for

ommuni ation. It

to three dierent uid spe ies and is able to model ow in
as it o

an handle up

omplex geometries

urs for example in porous media. In ea h simulation, the uid is

dis retized onto a ubi latti e, ea h latti e point ontaining information about
the uid in the

orresponding region of spa e. Ea h latti e site requires about

a kilobyte of memory per latti e site so that, for example, a simulation on a
1283 latti e would require around 2.2GB of memory. The ode runs at over
6 · 105 latti e site updates per se ond per CPU on a re ent ma hine, and has
3
been observed to have roughly linear s aling up to order 3 · 10
ompute nodes
(see below).
Simulations on larger s ales have not been possible so far due to the la k of
a

ess to a ma hine with a higher pro essor ount. The largest simulation we
3
performed used a 1536 latti e and ran on the AMD Opteron based luster in

Karlsruhe. There, it is not possible to use a larger latti e sin e the amount of
memory per CPU is limited to

4GB and only 1024 pro

esses are allowed within

a single job. On the NEC SX8 in Stuttgart, typi al system sizes are of the order
of

256 × 256 × 512 latti

e sites. The output from a simulation usually takes the

form of a single oating-point number for ea h latti e site, representing, for
example, the density of a uid at that site. Therefore, a density eld snapshot
3
from a 128 system would produ e output les of around 8MB.
Writing data to disk is one of the bottlene ks in large s ale simulations. If
3
system, ea h data le is 4GB in size. The situation gets

one simulates a 1024
even more

riti al when it

omes to the les needed to restart a simulation.

Then, the state of the full simulation latti e has to be written to disk requiring

0.5TB

of disk spa e. LB3D is able to benet from the parallel le systems

available on many large ma hines today, by using the MPI-IO based parallel
HDF5 data format [7℄. Our ode is very robust regarding dierent platforms or
luster inter onne ts: even with moderate inter-node bandwidths it a hieves
almost linear s aling for large pro essor

ounts with the only limitation being

the available memory per node. The platforms on whi h our
su

pSeries, SGI Altix and Origin, Cray T3E, Compaq Alpha
low

ode has been

essfully used in lude various super omputers like the NEC SX8, IBM
ost 32- and 64-bit Linux

lusters, as well as

lusters.

During the last year, a substantial eort has been invested to improve
the performan e of LB3D and to optimize it for the simulation of ow in
porous media. Already during the previous reporting period, we improved the
performan e on the SX8 in Stuttgart substantially by rearranging parts of the
ode and by trying to in rease the length of the loops. These
proposed by the HLRS support sta. However, while the

hanges were

ode s ales very well

with the number of pro essors used, the single CPU performan e is still below
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what one

ould expe t from a latti e Boltzmann implementation on a ve tor

ma hine. The ve tor operation ratio is about 93%, but due to the inherent
stru ture of our multiphase implementation, the average loop length is only
between 20 and 30. Thus, the performan e of our
For this reason, we are
Opteron

luster

XC2

ode stays below 1GFlop/s.

urrently performing most of our simulations on the

in Karlsruhe. Our

ode performs extremely well there

and shows almost linear s aling to up to 1024 CPU's. Further, due to extensive
improvements of the

ode during the last year, we were able to in rease the

per CPU performan e by a fa tor of about two.
The latti e Boltzmann
porous media. Su h data

ode

an read voxel based 3D representations of

an either be obtained from XMT measurements of

real samples or from numeri al models. In order to
of su h a sample, the velo ity eld

v(x)

ompute the permeability

and pressure eld

p(x)

the LB simulations are required. For a liquid with dynami
permeability

κ

is dened a

as

reated by

vis osity

η,

κ
hv(x)ix∈S = − h∇pix∈S
η
and thus

κ = −η
with

hv(x)ix∈S

being the velo ity

the full pore spa e

S.

the

ording to Dar y's law
(1.9)

hv(x)ix∈S
,
h∇pix∈S

(1.10)

omponent in ow dire tion averaged over

We approximate the average pressure gradient

h∇pix∈S

of the full sample like

h∇pix∈S ≈

hp(x)ix∈OUT − hp(x)ix∈IN
,
aL

(1.11)

with IN/OUT representing the plane, perpendi ular to the ow dire tion, in
front of / behind the porous medium, the total length
resolution. The a

L

(in voxel) and

a

the

elerating for e, in positive z-dire tion, is applied as a body

for e only in the rst quarter of the IN-ow buer before the sample, another
bued OUT-ow was added after the sample. Periodi

boundary

onditions

in ow dire tion are being imposed. Fig. 1.1 shows the simulation setup for a
sample with resolution

a = 10µm

and voxel dimension 136x136x168 and the

two IN/OUT-ow buers.

1.1.2 Sample reation and simulation setup
Be ause appropriately sized digital samples at su ient resolutions are not
available from experimental data, a

ontinuum model of a quartziti

sand-

stone was dis retized at dierent resolutions and sizes (Table 1.1) and then
thresholded to generate digital voxel data. For details explaining the model
see [2℄. With in reasing resolution

a

the mi rostru ture be omes more and

more resolved at the expense of in reasing the amount of data and CPU time

1 Flow in porous media and driven olloidal suspensions
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Fig. 1.1. Porous medium with pore spa e (blue) and the two IN/OUT-ow buers
shown. The ow is in positive z -dire tion, the sample size is 136x136x168 voxel, at
a resolution of a = 10µm.

in simulations. To nd a good

ompromise between a high enough resolution

and manageable systems for LB-simulations, geometri al hara terizations for
ea h of our samples were

al ulated (See Fig. 1.3,1.4).

Sidelength
[voxel℄

Resolution
a[µm]

Number of
samples

256
256
512/256
512/256
512/256
512/256

80
40
20
10
5
2.5

1
1
1/8
8/16
8/16
8/16

Table 1.1.

List of available digitized samples.

Typi al latti e-Boltzmann simulation required 50,000 - 80,000 simulation
steps to rea h stationary ow within the pore spa e. Simulations were performed on 64 to 512 CPU's. For the total of 83 samples (in luding

alibration

test runs) more than 80,000 CPU hours were required. The LB3D

ode s ales

linearly and memory usage was moderate, making investigations of larger samples feasible and tempting. Fig. 1.2 shows the average time for one simulation
step and per voxel in nano se onds (left axis). The average time was al ulated
from more than 100 runs on dierent systems with varying parameters and

6
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sizes. The speedup fa tor is dened as

speedup(n) =

(total runtime on 4 CP U ′ s)
(total runtime on n CP U ′ s)

The total runtime of a simulation is the time the program needs for it's full
exe ution. The speedup fa tor was dened with referen e to a run on 4 CPU's
be ause on 4- ore systems one physi al node has 4 CPU's. The

ommuni ation

and I/O overhead for a simulation run on one physi al node is negligible,
ommuni ations.

35

140

30

120

25

runtime

100

speedup

20

80

15

60

10

40

5

20

0

64

128

256
CPU’s

512

Speedup

time/(step*voxel] [ns]

ompared to network

0

LB3D ode s aling behavior. The sequential latti e Boltzmann ode is
known to s ale linearly with the sample size (voxel). The time per simulation step
and per voxel is shown on the left axis. The speedup, shown on the right axis.

Fig. 1.2.

1.1.3 Geometri properties at dierent resolutions
For ea h sample geometri al properties su h as the porosity, spe i
and mean/total
with

urvature have been

surfa e

al ulated to investigate their behavior

hanging resolution and subsampling. From the resolution dependent

porosity

φ(a)

(Fig. 1.3)

on lusions

an be drawn whi h resolution ranges

approximate the true physi al porosity well enough and thus, are suitable for
simulations. In reasing the resolution (lower
approx.

a = 5 − 10µm)

a)

beyond a

ertain point (here

will not justify the in rease in data and CPU time

but on the other hand low resolutions (a

= 50 − 80µm)

will most likely not

yield relevant simulation data, be ause not even the sample porosity is
to the true porosity of the physi al sandstone. As
subsamples mu h smaller than

256µm

lose

an be seen in (Fig. 1.3),

will not represent the full sample well.

1 Flow in porous media and driven olloidal suspensions
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0.14
Sub sample (512µm)

0.13
Full sample (1024µm)

0.12

φ 0.11

Sub sample (256µm)

0.1

Sub sample (128µm)

0.09
0.08
0

10

20

30
40
50
Resolution a [µm]

60

70

80

Porosity φ for the full sample and subsamples at dierent resolutions a.
The data for the full sample is extrapolated to the true physi al porosity at a=0.
With in reasing resolution the porosity approa hes the true physi al porosity. Large
enough subsamples, 512µm and 256µm, approximate the full sample (size 1024µm)
porosity well. Subsamples at 128µm are not representative for the full sample.
Fig. 1.3.

The data for the full sample (bla k line)
the true physi al porosity as

an be extrapolated to approximate

a → 0.

Lo al porosity distributions [8, 9℄ are dened as

µ(φ, L, a) =

1 X
δ(φ − φ(x, L, a))
m
x∈S

where

φ(x, L, a)

at the position

and a sample resolutions

number of evaluated measurement
To

ell with sidelength L
a. S is the full sample, m is the
and δ is the Dira delta fun tion.

is the lo al porosity of a measurement

x

ells

al ulate this lo al porosity distribution a small

ell, with sidelength
positions

x,

L,

ubi

measurement

is being moved through the whole sample and at all

the lo al porosity

φ(x, L, a) within the ell is al ulated.
µ(φ, L, a), as shown in Fig. 1.4, give

The lo al porosity distributions

probability density that a randomly pla ed measurement

L

has a porosity

a maximum
resolutions

φ

when the sample resolution is

a.

the

ell with sidelength

In our

ase they have

lose to the porosity of the full sample at that resolution. For

a = 40, 20, 10µm

the distributions are well

onverged. Together

with other geometri properties dened within Lo al porosity theory

µ(φ, L, a)

an be used to estimate the permeability [8℄.
The latti e Boltzmann simulations

al ulated the velo ity eld and pres-

sure eld for all available samples with dierent resolutions. In Fig. 1.5 the
z-Component

vz ,

omponent in ow dire tion, of the velo ity eld for a sam-

ple with resolution

a = 10µm

and voxel size 136x136x168 is shown. The pore

stru ture of the same sample is shown in Fig. 1.1. The "IN-ow buer, where

8
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10
a=80µm
a=40µm
a=20µm
a=10µm
a=5µm

µ(φ)

8
6
4
2
0
0

0.1

0.2
φ

0.3

0.4

Lo al porosity distributions for a measurement ell size L = 320µm
at dierent resolutions a. Very high resolutions (a = 5µm) yield bad statisti s,
at the size of the measurement ell used here. The distributions for resolutions
a = 40, 20, 10µm are very similar in shape, the mean porosity hanges a ording to
Fig. 1.3
Fig. 1.4.

the liquid is a

elerated to a speed of approx 0.002 latti e units, is shown in

green at the top. All voxel with

vz > 0 are shown in translu ent blue. The
vz > 0.001 in latti e units, being half of

brown isosurfa es depi t areas where

the maximum speed in the IN-ow buer. They represent hannels where the
liquid ows fast. The ow through the porous medium is not homogeneous,
even if the porous medium is quite homogeneous at this resolution.
In addition to the geometri
pre ision permeability

hara terizations and the velo ity elds high

al ulations (Tbl.

performed and are now been

1.2 ) for all 83 samples have been

riti ally analyzed for a

ura y, to gain further

insight into their resolution dependen e and thereby into the nature of uid
transport within highly

omplex geometries.

Resolution [µm℄ Permeability [µm2 ℄
40
20
10

1.7±0.043
2.2±0.055
1.9±0.047

Sele ted permeability results of the full sample (1024µm ) for dierent resolutions. An relative error of 0.05 has been estimated, resulting from the
ina ura y of the velo ity eld, al ulated by the LB-simulation.

Table 1.2.

1 Flow in porous media and driven olloidal suspensions
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Z-Component of the velo ity eld. Fluid is a elerated in the IN-ow
buer on top(green). Shown in translu ent blue is the omplete volume fra tion with
vz > 0. Darker regions orrespond to smaller velo ities. All areas with a velo ity
with vz > 0.001 are shown as isosurfa es. Channels with large onne ted isosurfa es
thus arry the main ow through the porous medium.
Fig. 1.5.

1.2 Simulation of opti al tweezer experiments
A

olloidal suspension is a mixture of a uid and parti les or droplets with a

length s ale of some nanometers to mi rometers suspended in it. Colloids are
a

ommon part of everyday life. Substan es like paint, glue, milk, blood and

fog are just some examples. Due to their te hni al appli ations,

olloids are

studied in several dis iplines, among them physi s, hemistry, and engineering.
Colloidal parti les are too large to be ae ted dire tly by quantum mehani al ee ts. On the other hand, they are still small enough to be ae ted
by thermal u tuations. Therefore,
system to study thermodynami

olloidal suspensions are an interesting

phenomena like diusion, phase transitions

and more rare phenomena like sto hasti resonan e and riti al Casimir for es.
In solid state physi s,
defe t formation,

olloidal

rystals are used as model systems to study

rystal stru tures and melting. In

in these elds, whi h are on the nanometer s ale,

ontrast to many systems
olloidal suspensions

an

be observed and manipulated dire tly using te hniques like video mi ros opy,
onfo al mi ros opy, total internal ree tion mi ros opy (TIRM) and opti al
tweezers. This oers numerous possibilities to
parti le basis.

ontrol these systems on a per

10
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We study dynami al properties of

olloidal suspensions using

simulations. The advantage of simulations is that parameters
trolled in ways that are not a
information is available that

omputer

an be

essible in experiments. Also, in many

onases,

annot be measured dire tly in a real system.

Over the past de ades, several simulation te hniques have be ome available,
whi h model dierent aspe ts of suspensions.
Methods like mole ular dynami s and Brownian dynami s only model the
dynami s of the suspended

olloidal parti les and handle the solvent impli itly

by adding simplied for es to mimi

the solvents behavior. Other approa hes

like latti e-Boltzmann models, dissipative parti le dynami s and sto hasti
rotation dynami s simulate the

omplete uid and

parti les. While the rst set of methods are
more

ompli ated hydrodynami

ouple it to suspended

omputationally very e ient,

ee ts are usually not taken into a

ount

(polarization of the solvent). The methods that do simulate the full uid eld
an reprodu e hydrodynami
from equilibrium is still a

ee ts, but a hieving quantitative a

ura y far

hallenge. Here, we fo us on the Brownian dynami s

te hnique in order to be able to simulate very large systems with an aordable
amount of CPU time.
The dynami s of driven suspensions

an be examined by dragging a

ol-

loidal parti le through it. In this arti le we present our simulations of a parti le
dragged through a

olloidal

rystal and a suspension of

oiled polymers us-

ing an opti al tweezer. The fo us of the opti al tweezer is moved with time,
thereby pulling the impurity along.
Opti al tweezers trap a

olloid (or even an atom) in the fo us of a laser

beam: this is be ause a diele tri

is always driven along the eld gradient.

They are a very important tool in soft
not only be trapped, they

ondensed matter physi s:

the fo us of the laser beam. Thereby the
with an a

olloidal system

ura y that would be impossible for an atomi

tweezer is modeled with a harmoni
onne ted with the trap

olloids

an

an also be moved around individually by moving
an be

ontrolled

system. The opti al

potential, i.e. as if the impurity were

enter by an ideal spring.

The simulations are motivated by experiments performed by R. Dullens
in the group of C. Be hinger in Stuttgart and C. Guts he in the group of
F. Kremer in Leipzig, respe tively. In both
are

hosen to reprodu e the experimental

ases, the simulation parameters

onditions as

losely as possible.

1.2.1 Simulation setup
The experiments are simulated using a modied Brownian dynami s (BD)
method whi h in ludes some of the hydrodynami s
olloid, as explained in Ref. [11℄. The

aused by the dragged

olloids/polymers and the probe parti le

are modeled as hard spheres with their respe tive radii.
We use a re tangular simulation volume with periodi boundary onditions
in all three dire tions. Due to long range hydrodynami

intera tions, large

1 Flow in porous media and driven olloidal suspensions
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systems are required in order to redu e nite size ee ts. Thus, we typi ally
handle several hundred thousand parti les in a single simulation.
The probe parti le is trapped in a moving paraboli potential V (r) =
1
2
a
2 r , mimi king the opti al tweezer. In the ase of the polymer suspension,
−5
the potential has a spring onstant of a = 7.5 × 10
pN/nm, whi h gives a
−2
better signal to noise ratio than the experimental value of 8.5 × 10
pN/nm.
Figure 1.6 shows a

ut out of a snapshot of our simulation setup used to

des ribe the experiments performed by the group in Leipzig.

u
Fig. 1.6. A ut through the simulated system, where a probe parti le is dragged
through a suspension (from [5℄). The arrow indi ates the dire tion of motion of the
probe parti le.

In

onventional BD, the two most important aspe ts of hydrodynami s

felt by the suspended parti les are taken into a

ount, namely the Stokes

fri tion and the Brownian motion. Correspondingly, this is done by adding to
a mole ular dynami s simulation two additional for es. The Langevin equation
des ribes the motion a Brownian parti le with radius

R

at position

m r̈(t) = 6 π η R ṙ(t) + Frand (t) + Fext (r, t),

r(t)

as

(1.12)

where the rst term models the Stokes fri tion in a solvent of vis osity

Fext (r, t)

η,

is the sum of all external for es like gravity, for es exerted by other

suspended parti les, and, for the

olloid, the opti al trap.

Frand (t)

des ribes

the thermal noise whi h gives rise to the Brownian motion. The random for e
on dierent parti les is assumed to be un orrelated, as well as the for e on
the same parti le at dierent times. It is further assumed to be Gaussian with
zero mean. The mean square deviation of the Gaussian (i.e., the amplitude of
the

orrelator) is given by the u tuation-dissipation theorem as

h|Frand |2 i = 12 π η R kB T.
This

(1.13)

onventional BD s heme is widely used to simulate suspensions be ause

it is well understood, not di ult to implement, and needs mu h less

om-

putational resour es than a full simulation of the uid. However, this simulation method does not resolve hydrodynami
parti ular, the long-ranged hydrodynami

intera tions between parti les. In
intera tions between the dragged
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olloid and the surrounding parti les are not modeled. However, in the system
we

onsider, these intera tions are important, as the dragged

olloid moves

qui kly and has a strong inuen e on the ow eld around it. Therefore, the
BD s heme is modied su h that the ee t
the dragged

for e on the small parti les with radius
(F

aused by the ow eld around

olloid is in luded. This is a hieved by

= 6πηRc u), but with respe

Rc

al ulating the fri tion

not with respe t to a resting uid

t to the ow eld

aused by the moving olloid.

The fri tion for e then is

F = 6πηRc (u − v(r)),
where

v(r)

is the ow eld around the moving

respe t to the

olloid's

enter. This

(1.14)
olloid at a position

r

with

orre tion leads to the in lusion of two

hydrodynami s-mediated ee ts. Due to the large

omponent of the ow eld

along the dire tion of motion, both, in front and behind the probe, small
olloids are dragged along. Also the ow of parti les is adve ted around the
moving probe parti le, i.e., obsta les are moved out of the way to its sides.
Both these ee ts lead to a redu tion of drag for e on the driven

olloid.

1.2.2 Investigating the stiness and o urren e of defe ts in
olloidal rystals
To analyze the ee ts of the disturban e due to the dragged probe parti le, we
an either measure the distan e that the probe stays behind the fo us of the
opti al tweezer - and thereby the for e required to drag the impurity through
the

rystal - or examine the rea tion of the

we show that in a
olloidal parti le is

olloidal

rystal itself. With our simulations

rystal, the velo ity-for e relation for the dragged

lose to linear despite the

ompli ated surrounding. It is

also shown that the inter- olloid potential does have an inuen e on the drag
for e, though not as strong as velo ity. This is one example of a result that
ould not be obtained easily in experiments. Using maps of average parti le
density and defe t distributions, we illustrate the ee t of the dragged olloidal
parti le on the

rystal stru ture.

An example of a rather small system is given in Fig. 1.7. For large tweezer
velo ities, mu h larger
the
time

rystals are needed and for studying the relaxation of

rystal, we also have to simulate for at least a 100 to 300 se onds of real
ausing these simulations to

ost up to a few thousand CPU hours ea h.

1.2.3 Dragging a olloidal probe through a polymer suspension
The se ond system we

onsider is a suspension of

modeled as hard spheres. A

oiled polymers whi h are

olloidal parti le is dragged through the suspen-

sion at high velo ities. In the experiment and in the simulation, a drag for e is
measured that is higher than that

al ulated from the suspension's vis osity as

obtained from a shear rheometer. This in rease in drag for e

an be explained

1 Flow in porous media and driven olloidal suspensions
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Simulation of a large olloidal parti le dragged through a rystal onsisting
of smaller olloids by means of an opti al tweezer. The oloring denotes defe ts
o urring due to the distortion of the rystal.

Fig. 1.7.

by a jamming of polymers in front of the moving
to experiments, this jamming

olloidal parti le. In

an be observed dire tly in

ontrast

omputer simula-

tions as the positions of the polymers are available. The simulation results
are

ompared to dynami

density fun tional theory

al ulations by Raus her

et. al and experimental results by Guts he et al.. A very good quantitative
agreement between experiment, theory and simulation is observed [5℄.
From the simulation data, it is possible to measure the ee tive polymer
on entration around the dragged

olloid. To a

omplish this, we take about

2000 two dimensional sli es of the simulation and move ea h snapshot su h
that the position of the

olloid

probability for ea h of the

oin ides in ea h snapshot. We

200 × 200

bins to be o

averaging over all snapshots. Polymers a
parti le and the

nd a polymer in front of the
the

umulate in front of the

olloidal

on entration in the ba k is redu ed due to the nite Pe let

number of the polymers. For high polymer
olloid is almost

away from the

al ulate the

upied by a polymer by

olloid is

on entrations, the probability to

lose to one. The region right behind

lear of polymers, be ause the polymers get adve ted

olloid before they

an diuse into this region.

Our model reprodu es very well the experimentally found linear relation
between drag for e and the drag velo ity for dierent polymer

on entrations.

As higher drag velo ities require a larger system (even with periodi

boundary

onditions) and short numeri al time steps, we are limited to about
by the available

80 µm/s

omputational resour es and time. However, the linearity of

the drag for e with respe t to the velo ity at high enough velo ities allows to
extrapolate to the higher velo ities used in the experiments.
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1µ m

Polymer density around the olloidal parti le averaged over 2000 snapshots
of the system. Lighter olors orrespond to higher polymer densities. Also visible are
density os illations in front of the olloid, whi h are hara teristi for hard sphere
systems.

Fig. 1.8.

1.3 Con lusion
In this report we have presented results from latti e Boltzmann simulations
of uid ow in porous media and the simulation of opti al tweezer experiments. In parti ular the AMD Opteron

luster in Karlsruhe has been found

to perform parti ularly well with our simulation

odes. In the

ase of porous

media simulations we have demonstrated that we are able to systemati ally
determine the permeability of digitized quartziti

sandstone samples  even if

the resolution of the samples is very high resulting in the need of substantial
omputational resour es.
In the se ond part of this arti le we reported on our Brownian dynami s
simulations of opti al tweezer experiments, where a large probe parti le is
trapped by a laser beam and dragged either through a
through a polymer suspension. In both

olloidal

rystal or

ases, quantitative agreement with

experimental data was observed.
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